Child Side Update  Term 4

Home, Sweet Home... The O’Connell Lanigans have returned safely from their Argentinean adventure. It was an experience with so many layers it is hard to describe; you just had to be there! Sincere thanks to everyone who covered for me so I could be part of this experience with my family. Apologies for the blank stares and the total loss of name recall at times on my return, Argentina IS truly on the other side of the world. Vamos Argentina!

Wheel and Wet day: Samuel (5) is organising a wheel and wet day THIS Friday for everyone (watch out FLA, there maybe a surprise!!!!). Please bring wheel (bike, scooter, skates, ripsticks...), helmets, closed in shoes for the morning session, towels, hats, board shorts and T shirts to get wet in, water squirts, slippery slides, water toys, balloons, tactile ideas (for messy activities such as finger painting, rockets, gloop...) ice cream and watermelon on the menu. Any contributions from home to our fruit platter VERY welcome (a change from apples, sultanas, crackers very welcome).

Little Day Out: As an ‘outsider’ who contributed nothing to the day but enjoyment and conversation, it was delightful! It was a wonderful welcome back home for us. It is truly lovely to see with fresh eyes what we ‘stand up’ for- the small things really do matter! The $4200 was a bonus to the great community spirit.

Book Order: $ for any children’s book reprints due ASAP to Karron please. Term 4 fees also due so Karron can start finalising end of year accounts etc...

Maintenance Jobs List: Please check the white board middle building. Shade sails over Early Years sandpit a priority. Due to our focus on hygiene with tummy and cold bugs around we have gone through amazing amounts of soap. Any contributions of liquid soap greatly appreciated! Staff will be in and out in the coming weeks for report writing. We are getting to the ‘pointy end’ of the year so oodles of patience, dollops of kindness, ladels full of tolerance for the young, old and in-between (for ourselves and each other) very welcome..

Important Dates
Please check website and whiteboard outside the middle building.

Wet and Wheel day: THIS Friday 5th December, please bring wheels, helmets, shoes, T Shirts, towels, hats, squirts, a contribution to our fruit platter - just for something different!

Tuesday 2nd December 2016
Kindy Induction Day for families 10am: Feel free to pop in the middle room to say hi and share your experiences over a cuppa. Any offers of morning tea very welcome as part of our ‘meet and greet’ morning. Jess and Bryce (FLA) were our original Kindy Kids and should be able to reassure others about the journey!

Learning Exhibition dates and Christmas Spiral- To be announced!